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The 24 chapters contained in this volume provide diverse but also congruent perspectives on
future foci for research into postgraduate education and supervision in the knowledge
society.The chapters move from deliberations on challenges for postgraduate supervision at macro
level (such as the pressure to increase postgraduate output and the implications of
increasinglymanagerialist institutions) to meso level matters (the form and function of
postgraduate education in specific countries) to the micro (rich case studies of individual
institutions, programmes and supervisors).
While books on archaeological and anthropological ethics have proliferated in recent years, few
attempt to move beyond a conventional discourse on ethics to consider how a discussion of the
social and political implications of archaeological practice might be conceptualized
differently. The conceptual ideas about ethics posited in this volume make it of interest to
readers outside of the discipline; in fact, to anyone interested in contemporary debates around
the possibilities and limitations of a discourse on ethics. The authors in this volume set out
to do three things. The first is to track the historical development of a discussion around
ethics, in tandem with the development and “disciplining” of archaeology. The second is to
examine the meanings, consequences and efficacies of a discourse on ethics in contemporary
worlds of practice in archaeology. The third is to push beyond the language of ethics to
consider other ways of framing a set of concerns around rights, accountabilities and meanings in
relation to practitioners, descendent and affected communities, sites, material cultures, the
ancestors and so on.
This volume explores new frontiers in the linguistic study of iconic lexemes known as
ideophones, mimetics, and expressives. A large part of the literature on this long-neglected
word class has been dedicated to the description of its sound symbolism, marked morphophonology,
and grammatical status in individual languages. Drawing on data from Asian (especially
Japanese), African, American, and European languages, the twelve chapters in this volume aim to
establish common grounds for theoretical and crosslinguistic discussions of the phonology,
morphology, syntax, semantics, pragmatics, acquisition, and variation of iconic lexemes. Not
only researchers who are interested in linguistic iconicity but also theoretical linguists and
typologists will benefit from the updated insights presented in each study.
Edited by Ursula Gorham, Natalie Greene Taylor, and Paul T. Jaeger, Perspectives on Libraries as
Institutions of Human Rights and Social Justice is an edited volume from the Advances in
Librarianship book series devoted to the ideals, activities, and programs in libraries that
protect human rights and promote social justice.
Ancestral Voices and Post-Disciplinary Worlds in Archaeology
Stanley Yelnats' Survival Guide to Camp Greenlake
His Day Is Done
World Social Report 2020
Hyenas of the Limpopo
A Teenager's Online Survival Guide
Languages, Identities and Intercultural Communication in South Africa and Beyond

This historical account of the epidemics that have struck Johannesburg during its
134-year history is written with the burden of the present. On 31 December 2019, the
World Health Organization (WHO) reported a cluster of pneumonia cases in Wuhan, China,
and shortly afterwards confirmed that a previously unknown coronavirus was the cause. The
disease was labelled Coronavirus Disease 2019 (Covid-19) and spread globally in the early
months of 2020.
Winner of the 1st-place American Journal of Nursing Book of the Year award in nursing
research/evidence-based practice for 2021! Burns & Grove’s The Practice of Nursing
Research: Appraisal, Synthesis, and Generation of Evidence, 9th Edition is the trusted
resource for those wanting to master the research methods that are foundational to
evidence-based practice. This highly respected textbook covers how to appraise and apply
existing research evidence, as well as how to participate in research and quality
improvement projects. This new 9th edition has been extensively updated to reflect
today’s focus on online research in the digital era and includes clear, step-by-step
guidelines for all major quantitative and qualitative research approaches — including
supporting examples from the latest high-quality literature. There’s also new content on
translational research, coverage of the most current research tools and techniques, and
an increased use of illustrations, tables, and other visuals to help engage visually
oriented readers of all levels. Coverage of quantitative, qualitative, and other research
methodologies provides a solid foundation to conduct, appraise, and apply research
evidence to the realities of today's clinical practice. Balanced coverage of qualitative
and quantitative methods addresses the qualitative research methodologies that are often
the starting point of research projects, particularly in magnet hospitals and DNP
programs. Clear, comprehensive coverage is organized into five units that include: an
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introduction to nursing research; coverage of the research process; application for
evidence-based health care; how to analyze data, determine outcomes, and disseminate
research; and how to propose and seek funding for research. Strong emphasis on evidencebased practice addresses this key graduate-level QSEN competency and reinforces how to
generate research evidence and appraise and synthesize existing research for application
to clinical practice. Rich examples from nursing literature bring research principles to
life. Emphasis on the most currently used research methodologies focuses on the methods
used in both quantitative research and qualitative research, as well as outcomes research
and mixed-methods research. Coverage of digital data collection examines the use of
online research tools. Quick-reference summaries include a table of research methods
inside the front cover and a list of types of research syntheses (with definitions)
inside the back cover. Helpful user resources are included with each new text purchase on
the companion Evolve website and feature 400 interactive review questions along with a
library of 10 full-text research articles.
In today’s globalized world, viable and reliable research is fundamental for the
development of information. Innovative methods of research have begun to shed light on
notable issues and concerns that affect the advancement of knowledge within information
science. Building on previous literature and exploring these new research techniques are
necessary to understand the future of information and knowledge. The Handbook of Research
on Connecting Research Methods for Information Science Research is a collection of
innovative research on the methods and application of study methods within library and
information science. While highlighting topics including data management, philosophical
foundations, and quantitative methodology, this book is ideally designed for librarians,
information science professionals, policymakers, advanced-level students, researchers,
and academicians seeking current research on transformative methods of research within
information science.
Dervla Murphy's journal of her cycle tours of South Africa, before, during, and after the
transfer of power in 1994, gives a day-by-day view of that momentous period. When she
first pedalled across the Limpopo she fancied that she understood South Africa's problems
because for more than 40 years she had - from a distance - taken a particular intrest in
them. Within 12 hours of her journey that illusion was shattered. This journal refelcts
her moods of confusion and eleation, hope and disappointment as she tries to come to
terms with a country even more complex and shattered - but also more flexible - than she
had expected. As she records her quite often contradictory reactions to the new South
Africa, Dervla Murphy's journal records how she came to love the new South Africa.
Theory and Method in Historical Ethnomusicology
Parentology
South from the Limpopo
Re-conceiving Property Rights in the New Millennium
Collected Stories
Burns and Grove's The Practice of Nursing Research - E-Book
Perspectives on Libraries as Institutions of Human Rights and Social Justice
This book constitutes volume one of a two volume examination of development community land issues in
Southern Africa. In this volume, Ben Chigara undertakes a holistic inter-disciplinary evaluation of the
legitimacy of colonial and emergent post-colonial rule property rights in affected States of the
Southern African Development Community (SADC). It particularly focuses on intensifying litigation in
national courts, the SADC Tribunal, and more recently the Washington based International Centre for the
Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) regarding counter claims to title to property. The book
examines cultural, economic and political drivers at the core of SADC land issues, focusing on their
significance and potential to contribute to the discovery of a new, sustainable land relations policy
that guarantees social justice in the distribution of all the advantages and disadvantages relating to
the allocation and use of land. Chigara shows that persistent systematic administrative failures by precolonial, colonial and post-colonial authorities have made for a very complex challenge that requires
Solomonic tools that neither the Courts alone, nor human rights centric morality alone could resolutely
attend. The book recommends a sophisticated systematic new approach to SADC land issues, which is
developed in volume two, Re-conceiving Property Rights in the New Millennium. This book will be of great
interest to students and researchers of Property and Conveyancing Law, Human Rights Law and Land Law.
Theory and Method in Historical Ethnomusicology demonstrates various ways that new approaches to
historiography––and the related application of new technologies––impact the work of ethnomusicologists
who seek to meaningfully represent music traditions across barriers of both time and space.
Phytochemical Profiling of Commercially Important South African Plants comprises a carefully selected
group of plant species that are of interest to researchers and industry partners who would like to
investigate the commercialization of plant species. The book presents 25 botanicals selected based on
commercial relevance. For each of the species, the following topics are covered: botanical description
and distribution, phytochemistry (including chemical structures), HPTLC fingerprint analysis, UPLC
analysis, and GC analysis (the latter only in the case of essential oil-bearing species). Using standard
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methodology, high-level chromatographic fingerprints have been developed for better understanding.
Different methods are succinctly summarized allowing for the rapid identification of botanical raw
materials and formulated consumer products. This book will be extremely valuable to researchers in the
field who wish to rapidly identify the constituents and for those who want to prepare formulations of
plant material for commercial applications. This work will also be a valuable resource in the field of
pharmacognosy. Comprehensive chemical profiling of each species Fingerprints developed for non-volatile
and volatile constituents Methods succinctly summarized to ensure reproducibility
Efforts have been made toward the application of electronic government in the developing world, yet
questions of how to best implement governance systems and address concerns from officials and citizens
alike remain to be answered. Emerging Issues and Prospects in African E-Government explores relevant
practices, trends, and potential challenges facing fledgling governments in the digital era. This book
focuses on the establishment and maintenance of e-government in various African countries, providing
critical insights for government bodies, policymakers, administrators, and public sector researchers
working in local, state, and national governments around the world.
Intuition Pumps And Other Tools for Thinking
After Ethics
Can we learn from history?
The Social and Political History of Southern Africa's Languages
Study and Master Mathematical Literacy Grade 12 CAPS Learner's Book
Inequality in a Rapidly Changing World
Host Bibliographic Record for Boundwith Item Barcode 30112117749272
He was a son of Africa who became father to a nation and, for billions of people around the world, a
beacon of hope, courage, and perseverance in the face of opposition. Now, acclaimed poet Maya Angelou
honors the life and remarkable soul of Nelson Mandela, former president of South Africa and Nobel
laureate. In His Day is Done, Angelou delivers an authentically heartfelt and elegant tribute to
Mandela, who stood as David to the mighty Goliath of Apartheid and who, after twenty-seven years of
unjust imprisonment on the notorious Robben Island, emerged with “His stupendous heart intact / His
gargantuan will / Hale and hearty” to lead his people into a new era. This poignant work of gratitude
and remembrance offers condolences to the resilient people of South Africa on the loss of their beloved
“Madiba” and celebrates a man like no other, whose life and work changed the world. Praise for His Day
Is Done “Moving and heartfelt.”—The Washington Post “A powerful, gripping tribute.”—NewsOne “[His Day Is
Done captures] how many were feeling.”—BBC News
An increasing number of people today cross the Beitbridge border of South Africa and Zimbabwe. This
comes with a corresponding growth of creative strategies that seek to aid the crossing of those people
and goods that may lack the necessary documentation. Such ‘informal’ border crossings have come to
define one of the important economic regions in Southern Africa, the post-1994 Limpopo Valley. This
thesis approaches routine acts of facilitating undocumented border crossings as an everyday social
politics with deep historical roots. By use of archival and ethnographic methods, the thesis examines
the social history and embodied practices of a variety of actors who engage in undocumented border
crossings. A particular focus is placed on the role of private transporters (omalayitsha), who represent
an important link between an exclusionary and yet fragmentary migration regime and undocumented
travellers. In three theoretical and four empirical chapters, and inspired by border studies as well as
the critical realist approach in migration studies, the thesis connects border practice to irregular
movement and cheap labour within a regional context defined, in part, by dispossession. Through thick
interpretations of the lived experience of border practice, the study also connects such political
economic processes (e.g. migrant irregularity, labour precarity and economic informality) to questions
of social identity and migrant subjectivities. By situating the figure of the hyena at the centre of
Southern African border struggles, the thesis invents an analytical concept that serves both an
empirical and a theoretical task. Empirically, it enables a synthetic understanding of how everyday
contestations around the possibility to work across the border for low-skill migrants have been
interacting, through time, with broader processes of capital accumulation to partly shape the region’s
migrant labour system. Theoretically, it shows how facilitation of undocumented border crossings calls
for new sociological models that can account for processes that escape binary classification (as formal
or informal, inclusive or exclusive, legal or illegal, ordered or disordered), thus contributing to a
better understanding of the role of migration in the contemporary world. Allt fler människor korsar idag
gränsen vid Beitbridge mellan Sydafrika och Zimbabwe. Samtidigt sker en motsvarande ökning av kreativa
strategier som gör att även personer och varor som saknar rätt handlingar kan ta sig över gränsen. Dessa
‘informella’ gränsövergångar har kommit att definiera vad som efter 1994 blivit en av de viktigaste
ekonomiska regionerna i södra Afrika, Limpopodalen. I denna avhandling betraktas rutinerna vid sådana
oregistrerade gränsövergångar som en vardagens politik med djupa historiska rötter. Genom arkivstudier
och etnografiska observationer undersöker avhandlingen en samhällshistoria och en mänsklig aktivitet där
en rad aktörer är inblandade i en pågående, papperslös migration. En viktig roll i sammanhanget har
omalayitsha, dvs. privata transportörer, som ofta är en viktig länk mellan de papperslösa resenärerna
och den migrationsregim som å ena sidan stänger dem ute och å andra sidan är så fragmenterad att de
tillåts passera igenom. I tre teoretiska och fyra empiriska kapitel, samt med ett angreppssätt hämtat
från gränsstudier (border studies) och den kritiskt realistiska skolan inom migrationsstudier, syftar
avhandlingen till att förstå gränsövergångens praktik i förhållande till den irreguljära mobilitet och
det överskott på billig arbetskraft som sätter sin prägel på en region där många är fattiga och
fördrivna. I avhandlingens djuptolkningar av migranternas levda erfarenhet vid gränsen förbinds i sin
tur de politiskt-ekonomiska processerna (irreguljär migration, prekära arbetsvillkor och ekonomisk
informalitet) med frågor om samhällelig identitet och migrantens subjektivitet. Avhandlingen ser
hyenafiguren som central för förståelsen av de ’gränskamper’ (border struggles) som utkämpas i södra
Afrika; med hyenan introduceras också ett analytiskt begrepp. Empiriskt sett möjliggör begreppet en
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syntetisk förståelse av hur vardagliga tvister och problem som präglar arbetsmigrantens försök att jobba
på andra sidan gränsen över tid samverkar med större processer av kapitalackumulation, som delvis formar
regionens migrantarbetarsystem. I teoretiskt avseende visar begreppet hur förhandlingarna som sker vid
gränskontrollen klargör behovet av nya sociologiska modeller som kan redogöra för samhällsprocesser som
undflyr varje binär klassificering (som formell eller informell, inkluderande eller exkluderande, legal
eller illegal, ordnad eller oordnad), och på så vis bidrar det till en bättre förståelse av migrationens
betydelse i dagens värld.
This book addresses the challenge of reforming defense and military policy-making in newly democratized
nations. By tracing the development of civil-military relations in various new democracies from a
comparative perspective, it links two bodies of scholarship that thus far have remained largely
separate: the study of emerging (or failed) civilian control over armed forces on the one hand; and work
on the roots and causes of military effectiveness to guarantee the protection and security of citizens
on the other. The empirical and theoretical findings presented here will appeal to scholars of civilmilitary relations, democratization and security issues, as well as to defense policy-makers.
The philosophy professor behind Breaking the Spell and Consciousness Explained offers exercises and
tools to stretch the mind, offering new ways to consider, discuss and argue positions on dangerous
subject matter including evolution, the meaning of life and free will.
Unprotected Migrants
A Nelson Mandela Tribute
A Magazine of Africa for Africa
Drum
Towards a New Sustainable Land Relations Policy
Handbook of Research on Connecting Research Methods for Information Science Research
Crossing River Limpopo

This book constitutes volume two of a two volume examination of development community land issues in
Southern Africa. Following from volume one Southern African Development Community Land Issues, this book
considers the possibility of a new, sustainable land relations policy for Southern African Development
Community States (SADC) that are currently mired up in land disputes that have become subject of domestic,
regional and international tribunals. Chigara demonstrates that land relations in the SADC have always been,
and will perhaps remain, a matter for constitutional regulation. Because constitutional laws are distinctive from
other laws only by constitutional design, legal contests appear to be the least likely means for settlement in the
sub-region. Only human rights inspired policies, that respond to the call for social justice by acknowledging both
the current and the underlying contexts to the disputes, hold the most potential to resolve these disputes. The
book recommends efficient pedagogical counter-apartheid-rule psychological distortions regarding the
significance of human dignity (PECAPDISH) as a pre-requisite and corollary to the dismantling of the salient
physical legacy of apartheid-rule in affected SADC States. The book shows that PECAPDISH’s potential and
benefits would be enormous. The book will be of interest to students and researchers of Property and
Conveyancing Law, Human Rights Law, and Land Law.
An award-winning scientist offers his unorthodox approach to childrearing: “Parentology is brilliant, jawdroppingly funny, and full of wisdom…bound to change your thinking about parenting and its conventions” (Amy
Chua, author of Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother). If you’re like many parents, you might ask family and friends
for advice when faced with important choices about how to raise your kids. You might turn to parenting books or
simply rely on timeworn religious or cultural traditions. But when Dalton Conley, a dual-doctorate scientist and
full-blown nerd, needed childrearing advice, he turned to scientific research to make the big decisions. In
Parentology, Conley hilariously reports the results of those experiments, from bribing his kids to do math (since
studies show conditional cash transfers improved educational and health outcomes for kids) to teaching them
impulse control by giving them weird names (because evidence shows kids with unique names learn not to react
when their peers tease them) to getting a vasectomy (because fewer kids in a family mean smarter kids). Conley
encourages parents to draw on the latest data to rear children, if only because that level of engagement with
kids will produce solid and happy ones. Ultimately these experiments are very loving, and the outcomes are
redemptive—even when Conley’s sassy kids show him the limits of his profession. Parentology teaches you
everything you need to know about the latest literature on parenting—with lessons that go down easy. You’ll be
laughing and learning at the same time.
The search for a means to an end to apartheid erupts into conflict between a black township youth and his "oldfashioned" black teacher.
African countries and South Africa in particular, being multilingual and multicultural societies, make for exciting
sociolinguistic and applied language analysis in order to tease out the complex relationship between language
and identity. This book applies sociolinguistic theory, as well as critical language awareness and translanguaging
with its many facets, to various communicative scenarios, both on the continent and in South Africa, in an
accessible and practical way. Africa lends itself to such sociolinguistic analysis concerning language, identity and
intercultural communication. This book reflects consciously on the North–South debate and the need for us to
create our own ways of interpretation emanating from the South and speaking back to the North, and on issues
that pertain to the South, including southern Africa. Aspects such as language and power, language planning,
policy and implementation, culture, prejudice, social interaction, translanguaging, intercultural communication,
education, gender and autoethnography are covered. This is a valuable resource for students studying African
sociolinguistics, language and identity, and applied language studies. Anyone interested in the relationship
between language and society on the African continent would also find the book easily accessible.
Postgraduate Supervision
World Migration Report 2020
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Future Prospects for Food and Feed Security
Appraisal, Synthesis, and Generation of Evidence
Handbook of Migration and Health
Edible Insects
Johannesburg and its epidemics
This book is the first to offer an interdisciplinary and comprehensive reference work on the oftenmarginalised languages of southern Africa. The authors analyse a range of different concepts and
questions, including language and sociality, social and political history, multilingual government, and
educational policies. In doing so, they present significant original research, ensuring that the work
will remain a key reference point for the subject. This ambitious and wide-ranging edited collection
will appeal to students and scholars of southern African languages, sociolinguistics, history and
politics.
Recommendations. To the government of South Africa. -- Background. Migration to South Africa - Foreign
migrants on farms in South Africa - Zimbabwean farm workers in Limpopo Province -- The International
Organization for Migration and Zimbabwean migrants. -- The legal framework: Migrants' status and
employment conditions. -- The Immigration Act : Violations and gaps resulting in human rights abuses.
Unlawful procedures and acts in the arrest, detention, and deportation of undocumented foreigners:
Officers' failure to verify the status and identity of suspected "illegal foreigners"--Assault,
bribery, and theft by police during arrest of suspected illegal migrants - Detention exceeding 30 days
without proper procedures - Detention not in compliance with prescribed standards. --Deportation
without an opportunity to collect remuneration, savings, and personal belongings -- Migrants'
vulnerability to arrest and deportation arising from government deficiencies in documenting corporate
workers -- Migrants' vulnerability to financial abuses by corporate permit holders. -- Employment laws
: Violations and gaps resulting in human rights violations. -- Employers' failure to pay minimum wages,
their unlawful use of piece rate, and their disregard of overtime rules -- Employers' failure to comply
with provisions governing deductions from wages -- Discrimination and violence against Zimbabwean
workers by South Africans in the private sector -- Housing and living conditions -- Workers'
compensation -- Employer deductions for emergency travel documents (ETDs) -- Conclusion. -Acknowledgements.
Offering insights on violence in conservation, this timely book demonstrates how and why the state in
Africa pursues conservation objectives to the detriment of its citizens. It focuses on how the
dehumanization of black people and indigenous groups, the insertion of global green agendas onto the
continent, a lack of resource sovereignty, and neoliberal conservation account for why violence is a
permanent feature of conservation in Africa.
Narratives of Triumph and Loss explores the successes, challenges and controversies of women‘s postconflict political leadership. Through interviews with women who have held significant leadership
positions, the book explores the relationships between their educational, professional, activist and
personal backgrounds. It situates their stories within historical and contemporary political contexts,
illustrating the gendered ways in which women experience politics as citizens and politicians.
Rural Education Across the World
Ideophones, Mimetics and Expressives
Models of Innovative Practice and Impact
Southern African Development Community Land Issues
State, Militarization and Alternatives
Emerging Issues and Prospects in African E-Government

This handbook examines agricultural and rural development in Africa from theoretical, empirical and policy stand points.
It discusses the challenges of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and assesses how poverty
and other development concerns can be addressed in rural communities through agricultural transformation. Additionally,
the handbook extends the Post-2015 Development Agenda and it emphasizes the importance of the agricultural sector
as it is closely related to the issues of food sustainability, poverty reduction, and employment creation. The contributors
suggest multiple evidence-based policies to develop the rural areas through the transformation of the agricultural sector
which can significantly benefit the African continent.
Perspectives on Libraries as Institutions of Human Rights and Social JusticeEmerald Group Publishing
“Tolstaya carves indelible people who roam the imagination long after the book is put down.” –Time Tatyana Tolstaya’s
short stories—with their unpredictable fairy-tale plots, appealingly eccentric characters, and stylistic abundance and
flair—established her in the 1980s as one of modern Russia’s finest writers. Since then her work has been translated
throughout the world. Edna O’Brien has called Tolstaya “an enchantress.” Anita Desai has spoken of her work’s
“richness and ardent life.” Mixing heartbreak and humor, dizzying flights of fantasy and plunging descents to earth,
Tolstaya is the natural successor in a great Russian literary lineage that includes Gogol, Yuri Olesha, Bulgakov, and
Nabokov. White Walls is the most comprehensive collection of Tolstaya’s short fiction to be published in English so far. It
presents the contents of her two previous collections, On the Golden Porch and Sleepwalker in a Fog, along with several
previously uncollected stories. Tolstaya writes of lonely children and lost love, of philosophers of the absurd and poets
working as janitors, of angels and halfwits. She shows how the extraordinary will suddenly erupt in the midst of ordinary
life, as she explores the human condition with a matchless combination of unbound imagination and unapologetic
sympathy.
Presenting a mixed methods study conducted in a bilingual mathematics classroom in Zimbabwe, this text reveals the
semantic pedagogical functions and linguistic forms of code-switching during STEM instruction. Code-Switching as a
Pedagogical Tool in Bilingual Classrooms offers a detailed analysis of code-switching in the context of educational
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linguistics, and reveals ten major pedagogical techniques which illustrate how teachers use code-switches to engage
students and provide guidance, clarification, discipline, and recaps during individual and whole-class interactions.
Chapters highlight that code-switching can be used in a targeted manner to harness the cognitive potential of bilingual
speakers and enhance instruction. Ultimately, the text identifies implications for teacher education, language policy, and
educational leadership more broadly, and demonstrates intersections with key areas including functional, critical, and
cultural literacy. This text will benefit researchers, academics, and educators with an interest in bilingualism, applied
linguistics, and secondary education more broadly. Those specifically interested in multicultural education,
sociolinguistics and educational policy will also benefit from this book.
The Social Politics of Undocumented Movement Across South Africa’s Border with Zimbabwe
White Walls
Women Political Leaders in Rwanda and South Africa
My Children! My Africa! (TCG Edition)
Future foci for the knowledge society
Once Upon a Time in a University
Reforming Civil-Military Relations in New Democracies
Since 2000, IOM has been producing world migration reports. The World Migration Report 2020, the tenth in the
world migration report series, has been produced to contribute to increased understanding of migration throughout the
world. This new edition presents key data and information on migration as well as thematic chapters on highly topical
migration issues, and is structured to focus on two key contributions for readers: Part I: key information on migration
and migrants (including migration-related statistics); and Part II: balanced, evidence-based analysis of complex and
emerging migration issues.
This book brings together authors from United States, South Africa, United Kingdom, China, Canada and Australia to
provide insights and case studies from across a range of contexts to explore the interplay between the notions of
rurality, innovation and education. The book reveals a hopeful and resilient approach to innovative rural education and
scholarship collectively and provides important evidence to speak against an often deficit view of rural education. Three
patterns are revealed, namely: the importance of place-attentive strategies, the importance of joined up alliances to
maximise resources and networks and finally, the need to utilize alternative methodologies and frameworks that have a
starting point of difference rather than deficit for any rural initiative or approach. By drawing from international
examples and responding in innovative ways to rural education challenges, this book provides an opportunity to share
international insights into innovations, interventions and partnerships that promote and support rural education in its
broadest sense.
Migration is now firmly embedded as a leading global policy issue of the twenty-first century. Whilst not a new
phenomenon, it has altered significantly in recent decades, with changing demographics, geopolitics, conflict, climate
change and patterns of global development shaping new types of migration. Against this evolving backdrop, this
Handbook offers an authoritative overview of key debates underpinning migration and health in a contemporary global
context.
Imagine your misfortune if, like Stanley Yelnats, you found yourself the victim of a miscarriage of justice and interned
in Camp Green Lake Correctional Institute. How would you survive? Thoughtfully Louis Sachar has leant his knowledge
and expertise to the subject and created this wonderful, quirky, and utterly essential guide to toughing it out in the
Texan desert. Spiced with lots of information about the characters in HOLES, as well as lots of do's and don'ts for
survival, this is an essential book for all those hundreds of thousands of HOLES' fans.
Zimbabweans in South Africa's Limpopo Province
Insights from a Secondary STEM Classroom in Zimbabwe
Study and Master Mathematics Grade 12 CAPS Study Guide
Travels Through South Africa
The Violence of Conservation in Africa
The Palgrave Handbook of Agricultural and Rural Development in Africa
Everything You Wanted to Know about the Science of Raising Children but Were Too Exhausted to Ask
This action packed reader-gripping book is a grueling harsh journey of Zimbabweans who cross borders into South Africa illegally, in search
of greener pastures. Their worst nightmare is not only the crocodile infested river Limpopo that they cross, but also what they locally call
Amagumaguma, a notorious gang of thieves and contract slayers who prey on the little possessions they migrate with, rape or sodomize
them and ruthlessly butcher the vulnerable in order to sell their body parts to local witchdoctors and those afar. These grisly murderers have
laid into graves many lives! The ill-fated border jumpers also have to contend with vicious, ravenous predators like lions, leopards and hyenas
and other such carnivores in search of easy prey. Brutal soldiers vigilantly guarding these borders for trespassers also add to their woes. Of
course, these law-breaking border-jumpers have those who help them out. For a fee of a thousand five hundred rands or two hundred
American dollars, the Malayisha (cross-border taxi drivers) transport them from various parts of Zimbabwe to the Beit-Bridge border post,
where they are handed over to the Impisi (escorts) at secluded rendezvous outside the border posts. These Impisi are paid by the Malayisha
to escort their passengers without passports, across river Limpopo right up to near Musina in South Africa where they pick them up again and
take them to Johannesburg. The border jumpers however risk all these predators that hunt down anything that moves throughout the night. In
the novel, we meet Themba Khumalo who had always wanted to go to the lucrative South Africa but did not have Malayisha' s fees until when
his father died, he inherited two of his father's donkeys and gave them to a local Malayisha as payment in kind, for the fees to take him to
Johannesburg. What he did not know was that where he was going, the familiar became mysterious and the unfamiliar, gruesome and bizarre
indeed! It was a place of delusion and paradox with a very thin line between life and death, as too many predatory eyes were fixed on the
prey!
This report examines the links between inequality and other major global trends (or megatrends), with a focus on technological change,
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climate change, urbanization and international migration. The analysis pays particular attention to poverty and labour market trends, as they
mediate the distributional impacts of the major trends selected. It also provides policy recommendations to manage these megatrends in an
equitable manner and considers the policy implications, so as to reduce inequalities and support their implementation.
Edible insects have always been a part of human diets, but in some societies there remains a degree of disdain and disgust for their
consumption. Insects offer a significant opportunity to merge traditional knowledge and modern science to improve human food security
worldwide. This publication describes the contribution of insects to food security and examines future prospects for raising insects at a
commercial scale to improve food and feed production, diversify diets, and support livelihoods in both developing and developed countries.
Edible insects are a promising alternative to the conventional production of meat, either for direct human consumption or for indirect use as
feedstock. This publication will boost awareness of the many valuable roles that insects play in sustaining nature and human life, and it will
stimulate debate on the expansion of the use of insects as food and feed.
Code-Switching as a Pedagogical Tool in Bilingual Classrooms
Barbarism in Higher Education
Selfies, Sexts and Smartphones
Narratives of Triumph and Loss
Democratic Control and Military Effectiveness in Comparative Perspectives
Phytochemical Profiling of Commercially Important South African Plants
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